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Abstract— We consider a chip level decision-directed NLMS
equalization scheme which targets estimating the total transmit-
ted base station chip sequence in a decision-directed manner and
using it as the desired response for equalizer adaptation. For this
purpose, we explicitly use only the knowledge of the user-assigned
HSPDSCH codes in order to obtain reliable signal components
by hard decisions. By exploiting the equivalence between the
actual multirate transmission in the sense of containing multiple
spreading factors and the multicode pseudo-transmission at the
single HSDPA spreading level we use also the estimated pseudo-
symbols of other codes via LMMSE weightings. In addition to
its reasonable complexity and Max-SINR achieving performance
in realistic HSDPA working regimes, the proposed scheme also
has the advantage of not requiring the channel parameters. We
evaluate its performance by extensive simulations vis-à-vis the
Griffiths equalizer which requires channel parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

High Speed Packet Data Access (HSDPA) service has been
standardized in the Release-5 of UMTS FDD standard [1],
[2]. In HSDPA, one or more of the High Speed Physical
Downlink Shared Channels (HSPDSCHs) at spreading factor
level 16 (SF-16), in particular 1,5,10 or 15 of the 16 available
codes, are dynamically time multiplexed (scheduled) among
users, preferably all allocated to a single user at any time.
The goal is to exploitmultiuser diversity, i.e. the temporal
channel quality variance among the users, in order to increase
the sum capacity, that is the total delivered payload by the
BS. The choice for the type of scheduling mechanism is left
to the operators. The criterion for the choice is the compromise
between throughput and fairness [3], [4].

The initial stages of the UMTS development utilized only
the Rake receiver due to its simplicity [5]. Although it is
well known that Rake receiver is far from being optimal in
multipath-rich environments, mobile vendors and chip manu-
facturers have been reluctant to switch to a more advanced and
hence a more costly solution for the sole benefit of the base
station side. In HSDPA, however, such a solution is meaningful
due to the fact that the mobile terminal directly benefits from
it by not only obtaining more data rate on HSPDSCHs once
a connection is established during the scheduling process but
also by increasing the probability of getting a connection if
fairness is partially sacrificed for throughput in user schedul-
ing. In any case it is inevitable since Rake receiver is not
satisfying the 3GPP test performance requirements [6].

One advanced receiver option is the linear minimum mean
square error (LMMSE) receiver [7]. However it is quite

complex to implement in UMTS FDD mobile terminals since
it needs the code and the amplitude knowledge of all the active
users. Furthermore LMMSE solution changes for every chip.
Max-SINR receiver which is also known as the chip level
LMMSE equalizer followed by descrambling and despreading
operations is a slightly suboptimal but much simpler alter-
native derived from the LMMSE receiver by modeling the
scrambler as a stationary random sequence [8], [9]. Because
of these reasons it is considered as the baseline receiver for
HSDPA [6]. Max-SINR receiver can be implemented in several
different ways. In this paper we are covering a chip level
NLMS implementation which has prominent features specific
to HSDPA.
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Fig. 1. Baseband downlink transmission and reception model

The baseband downlink transmission model of the UMTS-
FDD mode system with HSDPA support is given in Fig. 1.
K1 HSPDSCH codes (c1,j [l], j ∈ {1, . . . , K1}; 1 ≤ K1 ≤
15) are allocated at SF=16 for the transmission of linearly
modulatedaj [n] HSDPA symbols of user of interest.dj [n], j ∈
{1, . . . ,K2} represent the symbols of possibly existing multi-
rate downlink channels like dedicated channels (DCHs), HSS-
CHs and others except the primary common control physical
channel (PCCPCH), constant valued primary common pilot



channel (PCIPCH), primary and secondary synchronization
channels (PSCH and SSCH) whose chip sequences are demon-
strated aspcch[l], cp, psch[l] andssch[l] respectively in Fig. 1.
At the base station (BS) transmitter, symbols to be carried on
a certain channel are first upsampled (↑ operator) by their
SF and convolved with the corresponding unit-energy Walsh-
Hadamard periodic channelization code before summed up
with the chip sequence of other channels and multiplied with
the unit magnitude BS-specific aperiodic scrambling codes[l].
PSCH and SSCH are exceptions, multiplexed late after the
scrambler, since as a first-step task in the reception, they are
actually utilized for determining (searching) the scrambling
sequence of the BS.

When there is no beamforming, the chip sequences of all
the users connected to the same BS, i.eb[l] =

∑
k bk[l], pass

through a common chip-rate finite impulse response (FIR)
channelh of size 1 × P which turns into amulti-channel
(a single input multi output (SIMO) system with memory)
of size mq × P in the presence of multiple (q) antennas or
oversampling (by an integer factorm) at the mobile side.
Continuous time counterpart of this discrete channel is the
overall convolution of the root-raised-cosine pulse shapep(t)
that has0.22 roll-off factor, the propagation channelh(t) and
the front end receiverpr(t). In case of oversampling, if one
wants to preserve the whiteness of the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN),pr(t) must be a low pass filter (LPF) with BW
equal to the sampling rate. At chip rate sampling, however,
pr(t) should be the pulse shape matched filter in order to
satisfy the Nyquist criterion.

The received signal is the superposition of the channel-
distorted BS signalb[l] ∗ h[l] and an additionalnoise plus
intercell interferenceterm v[l] which in practice is assumed
to be approximatelywhite: y[l] = b[l] ∗ h[l] + v[l]. When we
model the scramblers as unknown, i.i.d, aperiodic sequences
and the symbol sequences as i.i.d., stationary, white sequences,
then the transmitted total BS chip sequenceb[l] is also sta-
tionary and white. Therefore, the two components ofy[l] are
vector stationary processes the continuous-time counterparts
of which are cyclostationary with chip period. Hence,y[l]
is vector stationary (with the assumption that channel is not
changing, we will visit this issue later), making chip rate
LMMSE filtering feasible as will be explained next.

III. M AX -SINR (CHIP LEVEL LMMSE) RECEIVER

1×mqN polyphaseLMMSE filter fmmse with the length
N ≥ P that maximizes the SINR (i.e. that minimizes the
MSE) for b̂[l − ld] by jointly suppressing (compromising)
intracell interference and white noise can be derived as [9]

fmmse = RbyR−1
yy = σ2

b h́R−1
yy (1)

Ryy = E
[
(T (h)b + v)(bHT (h)H + vH)

]
(2)

= σ2
bT (h)T (h)H + σ2

vI

⇒ fmmse = σ2
b h́(σ2

bT (h)T (h)H + σ2
vI)−1 (3)

whereT (h) is themqN×(N +P−1) block Toeplitz channel
convolution matrix with block sizemq×1, b is the(N +P −

1) × 1 block of transmittedb[l] sequence,σ2
b is the variance

of b[l], Ryy is themqN ×mqN autocorrelation matrix of the
received polyphase signal
yl = [y1[l], y2[l], . . . , ymq[l], y1[l − 1], . . . , ymq[l −N + 1]]T ,
h́ is the zero-padded and conjugated polyphase form ofh as
[01×mq(ld−P ), h1,1, h2,1, . . . , hmq,1, h1,2, . . . , hmq,P

,01×mq(N−ld)]∗, ld is the filter delay andRby is the1×mqN
crosscovariance vector between the received signal and the BS
chips.

There are several ways to implement the Max-SINR equal-
izer. One group of parametric methods target reliably estimat-
ing all theh, σ2

v andσ2
b ingredients once every predetermined

time period and calculating thefmmse filter from (3). The up-
date time period depends on the rate of change of the channel,
i.e. on the Doppler frequency, and depends on the birth and the
death rate of the users. These methods have the advantage of
precisely modeling the BS signal componentσ2

bT (h)T (h)H

in Ryy. However they ignore the color of other-cells’ interfer-
ence by modeling it as white noise [8], [10]. Another group
of semi-parametric methods might aim to avoid this drawback
by calculating theRyy statistics directly from the received
data, see for example such a technique in a different receiver
context in [11]. Although at first sight it looks attractive,
the short term sample support is not sufficient to obtain this
statistics precisely, especially in highly time-varying channel
conditions. In addition to being too parametric, solutions from
these two groups also require matrix-matrix multiplication and
and matrix inversion operations which both haveO(m3q3N3)
complexity if done in standard ways. One might argue that
this filter update can be done at a low rate to decrease the
complexity. In that case the receiver would not be able to track
the fast varying channels. Even if only the low speed scenarios
are considered, they are still not attractive for implementation
neither with ASIC hardware nor with programmable vector
processors. In hardware, they would occupy a lot of chip
space. In software, they would put imbalanced load, making
the processor MIPS scheduling troublesome. Due to all these
reasons, implementations based on direct computations from
the equalizer expression in (3) are not preferable. An alterna-
tive approach for equalizer implementation is adaptive filtering
within which also there are several techniques associated with
different optimization criteria [12], [13], [14], [15]. The two
well-known adaptive techniques are RLS and LMS. RLS is not
a very suitable method since it also has a high complexity of
O(m2q2N2). Moreover, in general it is not numerically stable,
it cannot cope with non-stationary signals and it is negatively
impacted by colored noise at its input since it inherently
solves the deterministic least squares problem which requires
white noise for convergence to Wiener (MMSE) solution [16],
[17]. Unfortunately in wireless channels neither the received
signal is stationary (due to time-varying channel) nor the
noise, i.e. the additive interference, is white. LMS is on the
contrary advantageous regarding all the mentioned aspects: It
has low complexity ofO(mqN) , it is numerically stable and
most importantly it is robust to modeling errors, disturbance
variations and nonstationarities [16]. Due to these reasons, we



restrict our focus to two chip level equalizers derived from the
standard LMS algorithm.

IV. CHIP LEVEL ADAPTIVE EQUALIZERS

In this section we look at chip-spaced implementations.
Extensions to the poly-phase implementations of adaptive
equalizers in the case of Rx-diversity (multiple antennas)
and/or fractional sampling is straightforward, see for example
a poly-phase symbol level LMS implementation in [12].

Ryy andRby statistics are useful for LMMSE filtering pur-
pose only for stationaryy, which unfortunately is not the case
in time-varying channels. Still the LMMSE filtering equation
is a good starting point for formulating LMS recursions. One
can computefmmse exactly either directly from (3) or do it by
the steepest descent method [18]. In the latter case, by starting
from an initial filter weights assignmentf0, one approaches
to fmmse iteratively as

fl+1 = fl − µ∇fl (4)

by going in the opposite direction of the instantaneous MSE
gradient vector

∇fl = flRyy −Rby (5)

which is obtained from the standard Wiener filtering MSE
expression [18].

By replacing theRyy andRby statistics by their respective
instantaneous valuesyly

H
l and b[l]yH

l , the standard LMS
algorithm turns the explainediterative LMMSE scheme into
a data recursiveadaptive scheme which is adapted with every
incoming sample (chip) as

fl+1 = fl − µl(flyl − b[l − ld])yH
l = fl + µlely

H
l (6)

where ld is the filter delay,µl is the step size (adapted as
well), b[l − ld] is the desired response which we denote also
asd[l] andyl = [y[l], y[l − 1], . . . , y[l −N + 1]]T is the input
regression vector [18]. As seen from (6), the desired response
d[l] is the total BS transmitted signal, which unfortunately is
not known.

Griffiths algorithm is a preferred method when a training
sequenced[l] is not available or is not reliable [19]. Similar
to LMS, in equalizer context it also uses the total BS power
and it is derived from the LMMSE equations (4) and (5), this
time by replacing only theRyy statistics withyly

H
l

fl+1 = fl − µl(flyly
H
l − σ2

b h́) (7)

Normalized forms of LMS and Griffiths are obtained by
normalizing the update terms with the input signal power:

fl+1 = fl +
µlely

H
l

yH
l yl

(NLMS) (8)

fl+1 = fl − µl(flyly
H
l − σ2

b h́)
yH

l yl
(N-Griffiths) (9)

N-Griffiths equalizer can be implemented directly from (9),
however it requires the channel parameters. Implementation of
NLMS equalizer is not that trivial since at first sight it seems
that there is the single possibility of using the PCPICH as the

desired signal. This conventional NLMS algorithms does not
work well since the10% of the BS signal power given to the
PCPICH is too small compared to the interference level [15].
If one wants to obtain a more satisfactory performance from
NLMS, one must find a way of exploiting more components
from the transmitted total BS signal as the desired response.

V. DECISION DIRECTED HSDPA EQUALIZER
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Fig. 2. HSDPA-specific decision directed NLMS (HDD-NLMS) equalizer

Fig. 2 shows a schematic block diagram of our HDD-NLMS
adaptive chip level equalizer. The scheme is motivated from
the decision directed LMS equalization principle for single
user ISI channels, which dates back to 1966 [20]. Since,
in the context of CDMA downlink chip equalization, the
decisions should be done on the transmitted total BS chip
sequence, this first obliges estimating all the user symbols
by despreading and symbol post-processing such as hard
decisions or LMMSE weightings and then returning back
to chip level by respreading. These two cascade operations
incur a delay of one HSPDSCH symbol period plusδ-chips-
lasting feedback processing, i.e.16+δ chips, when the symbol
decisions are constrained to SF-16. Therefore the same amount
of delay should be applied to the input signal and the filter
output. The goal is to adapt the NLMS equalizer by the desired
sequenced[l− 16− δ] fedback as the brute force estimate of
the transmitted total BS chip sequence in the preceding symbol
period. Although the data flows more than one symbol period
ahead of the adaptation process, we can safely use the obtained
filter weights due to the fact that this delay is a negligible time
compared to the coherence time of typical wireless channels
and hence the associated optimal equalizer weights do not
change much during this period.

We use Fast Walsh Hadamard Transformation (FWHT) for
efficiently implementing multiple despreading operations. If
one wants to despreadK codes with spreading factorL,
using FWHT instead ofK independent correlators decreases
the complexity fromKL units to Llog2(L) units. As long
as K > log2(L), FWHT is advantageous. The crossoverK
value for SF-16 islog2(16) = 4. Since in our system we are



interested in despreading with all the 16 codes at SF-16 we
use FWHT of length 16. We call it F-16 on the figure. F-16
outputsÂ associated with HSPDSCHs of the user of interest

are passed through hard decision blocks and fedforward asˆ̂
A

to the channel decoder and other post processing units.
We use three different means for feeding back the F-16

correlator outputs:
i. K1 soft HSPDSCH symbol estimateŝA are passed

through slicers, i.e. hard detected, and hence the resultant̂̂
A

are supposed to carry the most reliable components of the
desired signal estimate. This is actually the case as long as
mostly correct detections are made and as long as HSPDSCH
symbol amplitudes are estimated precisely.

ii. The remaining correlator outputŝD, except the first one,

are fedback aŝD̂ scaled by separate LMMSE weights. In
fact we do not know a priori the active spreading codes in
the OVSF code space which are spanned by the spreading
codes of these15 − K1 correlators. However, as long as
hard decisions or other nonlinear operations which definitely
require the symbol constellations and the symbol amplitudes
are not considered, one does not need to know the actual
channelization (spreading) codes and one does not need to
estimate their symbols. In this case it is equally sufficient to
get pseudo-symbol estimates reflected from the actual symbols
residing at various possible different places in the OVSF
hierarchy to the SF-16 level and to apply LMMSE weights
on these pseudo-symbols.

Say the instantaneous power on any correlator output with
index u is |âu|2 and the noise-plus-interference variance is
σ2

nu
. Then the instantaneous LMMSE weight for that output

will be wu = |âu|2−σ2
nu

|âu|2 . The numerator term corresponds to
the useful signal power and the denominator term corresponds
to the sum of the useful signal power and the noise-plus-
interference power. If the estimated LMMSE weight on any
particular branch is negative, then it is replaced by zero. This
latter situation is equivalent to excluding those outputs from
the feedback operation and it occurs when the power at that
particular branch is belowσ2

nu
.

iii. The first correlator output, i.e. thecp output from
despreading with the 16-ones codec16,0, partially despreads
PCPICH, PCCPCH and all the other active codes under the
OVSF subtree rooted fromc16,0. There are two possible
approaches here. The first option is excluding the output of
this branch from the feedback operation but instead adding the
PCPICH chip sequence in a hard manner since the PCPICH
sequence is a known sequence. The advantage is that the added
term is not noisy. However it has two disadvantages. First of all
one needs to also estimate the PCPICH amplitude. Secondly
and more importantly, once PCPICH is explicitly fedback, one
cannot exploit the signal contributions from any other code
under the OVSF subtree rooted fromc16,0. The second option
is feeding back by LMMSE scaling as is done for the other
remaining branches.

The multiplexing mechanism between the hard PCPICH
addition and scaled linear feedback of the first correlator out-

put requires defining a threshold value for the first correlator
output power.

Lemma V.1 Let PCPICH power bePcp, the instantaneous
power at the first correlator output be|â1|2 and the LMMSE

weight bew1 =
|â1|2−σ2

n1
|â1|2 . Then the optimal|â1|2 threshold

value for multiplexing PCPICH and the LMMSE weighted first
correlator output isPthr = Pcp

w2
1

+ 2σ2
n1

.

Proof. The useful signal power at the LMMSE weighting
output is

(
|â1|2 − σ2

n1

)
w2

1. The noise-plus-interference power

at the LMMSE weighting output isσ2
n1

w2
1. We take the useful

signal power as a reference. Then selection of pure PCPICH
signal can be considered as an estimation with error variance
equal to the power difference between the useful signal power
andPcp. That is to say if PCPCH is selected then this selection
has a constantsample variance. In order for the two options
to have the same variance, this variance should be equal to
the noise-plus-interference power at the LMMSE weighting
output

(
|â1|2 − σ2

n1

)
w2

1 − Pcp = σ2
n1

w2
1 ⇒ Pthr =

Pcp

w2
1

+ 2σ2
n1

(10)

We add the pilot signal to the feedback path in hard manner
if the power on the first branch is smaller thanPthr obtained
in (10) which is estimated and updated once every CPICH
symbol period in theControl Block in Fig. 2.

The overall feedback strategy improves the energy of the
desired signal and allows for a better tracking of the channel.
Moreover, this recursive process can be interpreted as a learn-
ing process also for the desired signal. With each recursion,
the quality of filter weights and thus the detected or estimated
feedback signal, i.e. the desired signal, is improved.

A. Misconvergence Problem

Any decision directed scheme is prone to misconvergence
problem. This is a phenomenon which occurs when the
equalizer locks to a rotated constellation state, does systematic
errors all the time and cannot recover from there [14]. A
common remedy is to have a backup solution such as a pure
pilot-aided method or a constant modulus algorithm (CMA)
[21], [22] which takes the turn when the equalizer diverges
and gives the turn back to the decision-directed scheme when
SINR conditions are again above an acceptable level [14], [23],
[24], [25], [26]. Since we do not want to have any backup
solution and we want instead toavoid misconvergence, in
the Control Block we obtain a Super-PCPICH-Symbol, i.e.
sum of a block of PCPICH-symbols, every 5 or 10 PCPICH
symbol periods and derotate the equalizer filter weights by an
angleθ which is equal to the difference between the phase of
the estimated Super-PCPICH Symbol and 45 degrees, which
is the correct phase of the pilot signal. This, interestingly
enough, adds a local zero-forcing (ZF) dimension to the global



MMSE equalization problem. The PCPICH tone is a signifi-
cant element, not only for avoiding misconvergence most of
the time but also bringing the filter back to convergence state
if misconvergence cannot be avoided in deep fades. Consider
the very initialization of the adaptation, for example. We are
using the channel matched filter (CMF), i.e. the Rake receiver
in its FIR form for the initialization of the filter weights. This
is a nice-to-have but not a strictly essential feature. Even if we
start with the all-zeros filter weights, by the aid of the CPICH
zero-forcing mechanism, the filter passes the transient phase
and the filter output locks to the correct constellation. This of
course takes longer than starting with the CMF.

VI. SIMULATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

For simulations, we consider 3GPP-RAN4 compatible HS-
DPA service scenarios in the UMTS FDD downlink for mobile
terminals from Category 7 and Category 8 [6]. Table I shows
the simulation settings. On Figures 3 to 5{Îor, Ioc, Ec}

TABLE I

SIMULATION SETTINGS

Parameters Settings
Chip rate 3.84 Mcps
Number of HSPDSCH codes 10 (All belonging to the user)
Modulation scheme QPSK
PCPICH power 10% of the BS power (-10dB)
PCCPCH power 6.3% of the BS power (-12dB)
Total power in the first subtree 25% of the the BS power
Total HSPDSCHs power (Ec) 25% or 50% of the BS power
Îor/Ioc 6dB or 10dB
OCNS power Remaining BS power randomly

distributed to the 5 remaining codes
Equalizer tap spacing 1 chip
Number of receive antennas 1
Equalizer length 24
Equalizer adaptation rate Once every 2 chips
Transmission pulse shape rrc with roll-off factor 0.22
Channel model Jakes fading model
Channel power delay profile ITU Vehicular A
Relative Path Delays [ns] [0 310 710 1090 1730 2510]
Relative Mean Power [dB] [0 -1 -9 -10 -15 -20]
Mobile speeds 30km/h and 120km/h
Channel update rate Once every 16 chips

TABLE II

CHANNEL ESTIMATION NMSE SIMULATION SETTINGS FORGRIFFITHS

EQUALIZER

Channel Estimation Îor/Ioc = 10dB Îor/Ioc = 6dB
Quality 30km/h 120km/h 30km/h 120km/h

Low Quality -8 -7 -6 -5
Medium Quality -12 -11 -10 -9

High Quality -18 -16 -15 -13

respectively denote{chip level received BS signal power,
additive white noise power modeling also the intercell in-
terference, total power assigned to HSPDSCH codes} and
{D, C, GL, GM, GH, M} respectively denote{HDD-NLMS,
CMF, Griffiths with a low quality channel estimator, Griffiths
with a medium quality channel estimator, Griffiths with a

high quality channel estimator, Max-SINR}. CMF serves as
the SNR bound and Max-SINR receiver serves as the SINR
bound. Therefore, for CMF and Max-SINR we assumed that
we have ideal channel information. For Griffiths, however, to
have a reasonably fair comparison with HDD-NLMS scheme,
we perturbed the correct channel parameters by adding random
Gaussian noise complying with the normalized MSE values set
in Table II. These are some judiciously chosen values taking
into account the performance of channel estimation methods
in [27]. They can be modified to reflect the performance
of any particular channel estimation technique. For plotting
convenience, we obtain BER results for each TTI, i.e. 3 UMTS
slots, and we sample the instantaneously obtained SINR every
slot. Both HDD-NLMS and Griffiths perform much better
than the CMF. HDD-NLMS scheme performs significantly
better than Griffiths in several conditions. Furthermore at high
SNR regions, i.e. when far from deep fades, HDD-NLMS
performance comes very close to the Max-SINR performance.
The impact of channel estimation quality is clearly seen when
we compare the GL, GM and GH performances. Still the
differences among them are not very significant especially at
30km/h mobile speed. Therefore we conclude that Griffiths
is a very robust scheme against channel estimation errors.
HDD-NLMS performance is sometimes getting worse than
other schemes in very deep fades. As explained in the text
this is mostly attributable to not assigning a backup solution
for HDD-NLMS in such cases. However one must at the
same time note that during deep fades, the mobile terminal
will most probably not be scheduled by the BS. Taking into
account such realistic HSDPA schedulers we can exclude deep
fades from comparisons. In all the other cases HDD-NLMS is
a better performing solution and it does not require channel
parameters. However it has also some limitations. It cannot be
directly used during inactive periods when the mobile does not
receive any HSDPA service. However, since UMTS downlink
is a code limited system, when the mobile is not scheduled
Node-B will most probably assign the same codes to the user
who gets the service. Even if this is not the case it is easy to
detect the active HSPDSCH codes since the code search space
is only limited to 15 codes, the HSPDSCH codes are placed
consecutively and the constellation is limited to only QPSK
and 16-QAM modulations. Decision directed schemes are also
known to have convergence problems with QAM modulations.
Therefore Griffiths alone is perhaps a more proper solution
for 16-QAM. However a better performing 16-QAM solution
would be to multiplex the two, Griffiths serving as an eye-
opener for HDD-NLMS.
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Fig. 3. vA30, 10 codes,Ec/Îor = −6dB, Îor/Ioc = 10dB
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Fig. 4. vA30, 10 codes,Ec/Îor = −3dB, Îor/Ioc = 6dB
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